One of the fundamental objectives of the theory of symplectic singularities is to study the symplectic invariants appearing in various geometrical contexts. In the paper we generalize the symplectic cohomological invariant to the class of generalized canonical mappings. We analyze the global structure of Lagrangian Grassmannian in the product symplectic space and describe the local properties of generic symplectic relations.
1. Introduction. Let Ω be a smooth compact convex region in R ⋉ . Let X be the boundary of Ω and T * X the cotangent bundle of X (cf. [3, 11] ). The symplectic billiard map B : T * X → T * X is defined on the set U = {(x, ξ) ∈ T * X : |ξ| < 1} and as a Lagrangian submanifold, the graph of B, graph B ⊂ (T * X × T * X, π * 2 θ X − π * 1 θ X ), is generated by the function
where θ X is the Liouville one-form on T * X and π i are the canonical projections. By the cotangent bundle projection π X×X : T * X × T * X → X × X and the smooth map ρ : T * X → T * X × T * X, ρ(x, ξ) = (x, −ξ, x ′ , ξ ′ ), where B(x, ξ) = (x ′ , ξ ′ ), we get the function H : T * X → R, H = ρ * π * X×X H (normalized on U) such that B * θ X − θ X = dH.
Consequently, if σ = {(x 0 , ξ 0 ), (x 1 , ξ 1 ), . . . , (x k−1 , ξ k−1 )} is a periodic orbit of B then
H(x j , ξ j ) (1)
In this paper, we show that the symplectic invariant L(σ) may be generalized to the symplectic relation and for the special classes of them it is represented by the critical values of the corresponding generating function. Now there is a natural question concerning singularities of symplectic relations and their position with respect to the product structure. Following the singularity theory methods (cf. [1, 10] ) and using the group of symplectomorphisms preserving the product structure as an equivalence group the generic properties of symplectic relations are investigated. At first, in Section 3, we study the canonical stratification of Lagrangian Grassmannian in the product symplectic space. Then, in Section 4, using the Lagrangian "Gauss map" on symplectic relations we describe the generic properties of them and obtain some prenormal forms in appropriate k-vertical points. 2. A cohomological invariant of symplectic relations. Let (M 1 , ω 1 ), (M 2 , ω 2 ) be two symplectic manifolds. We consider the product symplectic manifold
With σ we will associate the number
Now we have Proposition 2.1. The number N (σ) is an invariant with respect to the action of the group of symplectomorphisms on (M, ω). P r o o f. We have the following cyclic relation from formula (2):
so we obtain the invariance property for the number N (σ),
is a symplectomorphism, then the set of numbers {N (σ)} corresponding to the set of all periodic orbits of B is called the spectrum of B. It is extensively studied in the case if B is a billiard mapping associated with a convex region in R ⋉ (cf. [3] ). In the case of L = graph B formula (2) reduces to
B. Now we assume that x 0 is a fixed point of B, i.e. B(x 0 ) = x 0 . If i : (S, s 0 ) → (M, x 0 ) is an immersion germ of a smooth submanifold S such that B (n) S = id S for some n ∈ N , then the function
is a symplectic invariant of the star {(s, s 1 , . . . , s n−1 ),
. . , n − 1. Other invariants of Lagrangian stars were studied in ( [6, 15] ). If S is a Lagrangian submanifold, then for 3-Lagrangian stars {(S, S 1 , S 2 ), x 0 } which are pairwise transversal at x 0 the signature τ (S, S 1 , S 2 ) of the quadratic form
defined on the tangent (at x 0 ) Lagrangian star T x0 S ⊕ T x0 S 1 ⊕ T x0 S 2 is the symplectic invariant. This is the symplectic invariant for any Lagrangian 3-star, not only if
In general we write
In the transversal case all 3-stars are linearizable (cf. [6] ). 
An important class of Lagrangian submanifolds in
P r o o f. We see that for any periodic orbit σ of the simple lifting T ⋆ Φ the symplectic invariant N (σ) = 0. So if we demand the same orbit to be periodic for L (Φ,F ) (say affine lifting of Φ), then the function F should have the critical points at every point of the orbit. In fact we check it locally writing the generating family for L (Φ,F ) , namely
Example 2.1. We may take Q = R and the map Φ(
We consider all two-point orbits σ of the type (x 10 , 0, p 10 , 0), (−x 10 , 0, −p 10 , 0) .
Taking the generating function F (x 1 , x 2 ) = cos x 1 + cos x 2 we find
.
We define
The set of those points of L(x 0 ) which do not belong to any L k (x 0 ) for some finite k is denoted by L ∞ (x 0 ). The set of exactly k-point periodic orbits from x 0 is written in the following way:
3. The Lagrangian Grassmannian. Now we consider the linear product symplectic space
where (M, ω) is a 2n-dimensional symplectic vector space. By Λ 2n we denote the Lagrangian Grassmannian of linear subspaces in M, and by M 1 and M 2 -the symplectic spaces canonically placed in M,
At first we have the natural decomposition. 
The critical subset of Λ 2n is defined as the set CΛ 2n of those Lagrangian subspaces which are not transversal to both subspaces M 1 and M 2 .
The supercritical set of Λ 2n is defined as the Cartesian product
These are Lagrangian subspaces L = (W 1 , W 2 ) where W 1 and W 2 are Lagrangian subspaces in (M 1 , ω 1 ) and (M 2 , ω 2 ) respectively. We find 
and L ∈ Λ 2n−2k − CΛ 2n−2k for some k ∈ N .
where V 1 , V 2 are hypersurfaces in M 1 and M 2 respectively. If there is an equality then V 1 and V 2 are coisotropic so we have the natural projections ρ i along the symplectic polars
. If L ∈ CΛ 2n−2 then we may proceed in an analogous way and obtain the noncritical representation for L.
Example 3.1. If n = 2 we have only two strata of the singular set CΛ 4 : The first maximal stratum C 1 Λ 4 is determined by the pair of two coisotropic subspaces, V 1 in M 1 and V 2 in M 2 and the symplectic linear map between the corresponding reduced symplectic spaces, dim C 1 Λ 4 = 9. The second stratum is SΛ 4 , dim SΛ 4 = 6.
In general we have the following result on the structure of the singular set CΛ 2n .
Proposition 3.3. We have the following partition into the smooth submanifolds
where the elements of C k Λ 2n are determined by the pairs of two coisotropic subspaces V 1 in M 1 and V 2 in M 2 of codimension k and the symplectic linear automorphism of the (2n − 2k)-dimensional symplectic space. In this partition C n Λ 2n = SΛ 2n . P r o o f. In fact it follows from the property that the projection of L ∈ Λ 2n onto M 1 and M 2 is always coisotropic (or Lagrangian). Thus starting from the hypersurfaces we see that the corresponding L ∈ Λ 2n−2 in the product of reduced symplectic spaces projects onto them or onto hypersurfaces in the more degenerated case. Repeating this argument for further representations of L we get the natural decomposition by coisotropic subspaces of equal dimensions and linear symplectic maps in a symplectic space of respectively smaller dimension.
P r o o f. We calculate the dimension of the isotropic Grassmannian I 2n k of k-isotropic planes in 2n-dimensional symplectic space V (cf. [12] ).
This is the dimension of the corresponding space of (2n
4. Local classification. Let (L, p) be a germ of a symplectic relation (Lagrangian submanifold) in M. Now we introduce the natural equivalence group acting on the space of such germs. 
For the symplectic relation L ⊂ M we define the corresponding symplectic "Gauss" map
We call L to be in general position (or generic) if G is transversal to
. We call k a rank of k-vertical position. A 0-vertical position corresponds to the case of the graph of local symplectomorphism for L at p, i.e. G(p) ∈ Λ 2n − CΛ 2n . Now we have the following restriction for vertical points. q) , (p,q)) are Darboux coordinates on M, then we find the partition I ∪ J = {1, . . . , n}, I ∩ J = ∅,Ĩ ∪J = {1, . . . , n},Ĩ ∩J = ∅, such that there exists a smooth function S(p I , q J ,pĨ,qJ ), which generates (L, p). By the symplectomorphism Φ(p, q;p,q) = (−q I , p J , p I , q J ; −qĨ ,pJ ,pĨ ,qJ ) = (ξ, x; η, y), which preserves the product structure of M we find the generating function F (x, y) for (L, p) in canonical special symplectic structure T * X 1 × T * X 2 on M. Then using the symplectomorphisms of M 1 and M 2 preserving the corresponding cotangent bundle structures we obtain the reduced form (4) of function F . 
has a generic singularity at π X1×X2 (p). P r o o f. 1. Any linear relation L is equivalent to one generated by the quadratic form n i,j=1 x i y j a ij , so the dimension of its kernel is exactly equal to the rank of verticality of L. This is a local symplectic invariant of (L, p), which does not depend on the choice of the corresponding cotangent bundle structures.
2. Any relation L is locally represented by a smooth family of mappings Φ(x, y) = ( φ 1 (x, y) , . . . , φ n (x, y)), such that Φ(x, 0) ≡ 0. We see that the Gauss map G : L → T p L corresponds exactly to the one-jet extension j 1 Φ(x, y) of the mapping Φ, so the transversality of G is equivalent to the corresponding transversality of Φ to the canonical stratification of smooth mappings of 
R e m a r k 4.1. If n = 2 then the supercritical points appear in generic L as the isolated points, in fact codim C 2 Λ 4 = 4, and G is transversal to SΛ 4 = C 2 Λ 4 . If p ∈ L is a supercritical transversal point then on the basis of Lemma 4.1, on a neighbourhood of p, L is generated locally by the generating function 
Now using the proof of Lemma 4.1 we obtain the following result. 
